Unicycling Society of America, Inc.
Event Sponsorship Request Form
The Unicycling Society of America seeks to promote unicycle gatherings beyond NAUCC for USA
members. These events may include but aren’t limited to: Muni Weekends, Workshops, Unicycle
Festivals, and Regional Competitions.
Realizing that many of these events can be beneficial for the hosts and the USA, USA will be offering
up to a $200 sponsorship per event. A grant application will need to be completed by the event host
and approved by the USA board.
What is expected from the host to receive the grant- Social media content. Event details to be promoted
by the host and the USA on the USA event Calendar. Event exclusivity for USA members. Post event
followup with summaries, pictures, and/ or video to be used for promoting future events.
Incentives for the host- up to $200 event sponsorship. Free additionally insured certificates as needed.
Wild Apricot registration through the USA. Event promotion on the uniusa.org website.
This application needs to be completed and submitted a minimum of 2 months before the event to
president@uniusa.org.
Event Name:____________________________________
Event Location:__________________________________
Date(s) of Event:_________________
Website?____________________
Estimated number of attendees___________________
Why are you seeking USA sponsorship for this event?

Host Contact information:
Name:__________________________
USA Member Number:______________
Email:___________________________
Phone number:___________________
Address:_________________
City:_______________

State:__________

Zip:________________

If awarded the sponsorship money, the host agrees to the following terms:
1. The event is for USA members only. No one can be on a unicycle at the event if they have not
become a USA member by the start of the event. Day of event membership signup is
permissible.
2. Publication of the event details on the USA calendar.
3. The host will promote the event to the unicycling public through appropriate channels. Facebook
groups, Instagram, Unicyclist.com, Reddit, are some examples.
4. The host will provide a post event summary including a written description of how the event
went along with pictures and/or video. The host will allow the USA to use this material for
promotional purposes of future events.
The Unicycling Society of America will:
1. Provide the host with the sponsorship money before the event.
2. Assist the host with Wild Apricot online registration for the event.
3. Provide additionally insured certificates as per USA guidelines to the host.
4. Promote the event on the USA calendar and through appropriate USA social media channels.

